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A useful model for more general mixed 
provided by the first-order system 
problems of hyperbolic type is 
considered in the quarter-space t 2 0, x 2 0, -cc < yj < cg. We assume 
the coefficients -Lz and Bj to be constant m x m matrices, and the boundary 
x = 0 to be noncharacteristic; this means that det A # 0, The unknown 
zl(t, x, ~7) is an m-vector, and everything is complex-valued. The initial 
condition 
u(O, x’, y) = KS, Y) 
is supplemented by k homogeneous boundary conditions. Thus on x = 0, 
u is required to lie in a fixed boundary space N of dimension m - k. 
Of the three basic problems for such a system-the existence of solutions, 
their uniqueness, and their continuous dependence on the data f-two have 
been solved. Hersh [I] has shown that there is a unique classical solution, 
for all smoothf, if and only if 
a) the symbol &4 - C vjBj has real eigenvalues for real (? T, so that (1) 
is hyperbolic 
b) the number of boundary conditions, k, coincides with the number of 
negative eigenvalues of A 
c) for real q and Re t > 0, N contains no linear combinations (apart 
from 0) of those (generalized) eigenvectors of 
M(T, 7)) = A-y7 $- i c QBj) 
which correspond to eigenvalues [ with Re [ < 0. 
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Our question is whether this solution depends continuously on the data 
in the L, norm. In other words, does there exist a constaut C such that 
II WI < Cllfll for t >O? (2) 
Given existence and uniqueness, the closed graph theorem guarantees 
continuous dependence of a weaker sort; the norms of finitely many deriva- 
tives off may be needed on the right side of (2). Some stronger condition 
than a)-c) is therefore required to ensure that the problem is correctly posed 
over L, . Naturally the constant C is to be independent off; since (1) is 
homogeneous in the first derivatives of U, it will automatically be independent 
of t as well. We use the standard scalar product and norm: 
v * w = c vjivj , llf 11’ = J’,,, vf(s~) -fh,y) dz- dy. (3) 
/ * 
Friedrichs [2] and Lax and Phillips [3] have already established a suficient 
condition for the continuous dependence (2), namely the assumption 
d) after a suitable change of variables v = Tu, the coefficient matrices 
A’ = TAT-l and Bj = TB,T-1 are all Hermitian, and the boundary space 
N’ = TN is dissipative: 
A’w - w > 0 for all w in IV. (4) 
In fact, d) implies both a) and c), and ensures uniqueness. The first 
implication is obvious, and the second, connecting d) and c), is discussed 
at the end of this note. The limitation b) on the number of boundary con- 
ditions enters the proof of existence, and has to be retained. Given the added 
hypothesis d)-that is, given a symmetric hyperbolic system with maximal 
dissipative boundary conditions-the inequality (2) holds with C = 1 in 
the new norm I[ f][r = [I Tf[[, and with C = (1 T I! (1 T-l !I in the original L, 
norm. The proof is well-known, and is summarized below. Note that none 
of these assumptions involve strict hyperbolicity; the symbol may have 
coincident eigenvalues. 
The problem is therefore to close the gap between the necessary con- 
ditions a)-c) and the sufficient conditions b) and d). For equations in two 
zmknowns, m = 2, Hersh has observed that this gap is not very wide. The 
only systems whose L, correctness is in doubt turn out to involve the marginal 
cases Re T = 0, Re 5 = 0 in condition c); the boundary space contains an 
eigenvector of the symbol. The object of this note is to prove that the dissipa- 
tive condition d) is actually necessary as well as suficient for the inequality (2). 
For m > 2, our idea-which settles these marginal cases by applying the 
resolvent inequality (9) below-still leads to necessary conditions stronger 
than a)-c), but now less strong than d). It is conceivable that the conditions 
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which result are both necessary and sufficient; in fact, we conjecture that 
the inequality (9) is equivalent to L, correctness for mixed problems with 
constant coefficients. This fundamental question is left open for nz > 2. 
After all these preliminaries, our main result is easy to state. 
THEOREM. A mixed initial-boundary value problem in two unknowns is 
correctly posed ovey L, if and onE?, if conditions b) and d) are valid. 
Proof. First we assume that b) and d) hold, and carry out the indicated 
change of variable 2: = Tu. The differential equation becomes 
CD -=+p;2% 
at *” @j 
= LIv, say, 
with v(t, 0, y) in N’ = TN. We omit Hersh’s construction of the solution v, 
and simply verify the a priori inequality (2). To compute the derivative 
g /( v /I& = (L’v, v) + (v,L’v), (6) 
the first inner product is integrated by parts: 
since A’ and Bj’ are Hermitian. Substitution into (6) leaves 
--&/I v iI2 = -j” A’v - v larso dv < 0, d 
applying the dissipation inequality (4). Therefore 
Ii Wll G /I @%I = II VI! 
II u(t>ll < Ii T-l II II v(Qll G I! T-l II I! Tll llf Il. 
This establishes the required inequality (2). The extension from smooth 
data to arbitrary f in La is no trouble [3]. 
To prove the converse, which is our real purpose, suppose that the problem 
is correctly posed in L, . Then we know already that a)-c) must hold; the 
problem is to show that if 112 = 2 and jl u /[ < C \lf]i, condition d) must also 
be satisfied. 
First of all, an inequality (2) for th e mixed problem implies the same 
inequality for the corresponding Cauchy problem, in which the differential 
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equation is extended to x < 0. The simplest proof of this fact uses the 
hyperbolicity condition a), which ensures that if f = 0 for x < 1, the solu- 
tions to the mixed and the pure Cauchy problem coincide up to a finite 
time to . Thus I/ zl(t)ll < C llfl] for t < to , even without the boundary, for 
such data f. Since the equation is invariant under translation, the same 
must be true iff = 0 in any half-space x < x0 , regardless of the sign of 3~s . 
By closure, the inequality (2) extends to all initial data in La (and, by homo- 
geneity, to all t > 0). 
This inequality for the pure initial-value problem implies, in the special 
case m = 2, that the equation is directly symmetrizable; there exists a 
matrix T such that all B,’ are Hermitian and A’ is real and diagonal: 
, 
The proof is carried out in [q. 
We make this change of variables v = Tu, carrying the differential equation 
into (5), the boundary space into N’ = ThT, and the data into F = Tf. 
The transformed system is still correct in L, : 
II v II G II T/l II ~11 -6 II T/I Cllfll G II TII Cl/ T-III IlFll = C’IIFII. 
In case both eigenvalues a, and a2 are positive, the dissipative inequality (4) 
holds automatically. At the other extreme, when both are negative, b) forces 
k = 2; thus N’ = (01 and (4) is trivial. Therefore we may assume that 
a1 > 0, a2 < 0, and N’ is spanned by some unit vector .w. Condition c) 
now means that w is not an eigenvector of 
M’ = (A/)-l (T + ix QB;) 
corresponding to an eigenvalue with negative real part. In other words, 
TW f iCqjB$ = ~A’w (7) 
cannot hold with Re G- > 0, Re [ < 0, and real Q . In particular the first 
component of w is non-zero, since otherwise (7) holds with r = -a,, 
t = -1, qj = 0. 
One degenerate case comes first. If the Bi all happen to be diagonal (or 
if they variables are absent, so that there are no Bj), they remain unchanged if 
is used in place of T. Choosing 01 large, the condition d) is easily verified, 
and the theorem holds in this degenerate case. 
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We henceforth suppose that 3’ = Bi is not diagonal, and ignore the 
variables ys ,..., ya ; the reduced system is still correct, with the same 
inequality I/ 2, jl < C’ I/F [j. 
Whatever the boundary vector W, the three Z-vectors ;il’, A’w, and B’.w 
must be lineariy dependent: an equation of the form (7) must hold for some 
coefficients r ,, , r],, , &, . Premultiplying by a suitable constant, we may 
suppose Re Q-~ > 0,~s real and nonzero (the cases with Q = 0 being trivial). 
Taking the inner product with ZD, 
Because A’ and 3’ are Hermitian, this implies that 
Re rOzu . w = Re &A’w . w. (8) 
Then if Re -r,, > 0, condition c) forbids Re & < 0 and we must have the 
dissipative inequality A’w . w > 0. 
Only one case is left unresolved by these arguments of Hersh: condition c) 
allows a nondissipative boundary condition, B’w * .w < 0, if (7) holds with 
Re 7s = 0. According to (8) we shah at the same time have Re & = 0. 
Such cases are to be expected when the boundary vector w and the coefficient 
matrices are real. 
Our problem is to show that this possibility A’w * w < 0 is incompat&ble 
with the hypothesis 11 z, j( < C’ 11 F 11. (Recall that F = v(O).) The argument 
goes as follows. Using the hypothesis, the Laplace transform of ZI is bounded 
forReT>Oby 
[This is a standard estimate from semigroup theory, where V is identified 
with (T - Li)-lIF, L; denotes the closure of the operator L’, with boundary 
conditions incorporated into its domain of definition.) We propose to use 
Sarason’s explicit formula ([5], 1.9) for V to show tlaat ;f we did kue 
A’w - w < 0, the estimate (9) wouldfail. 
Sarason writes V as the sum of two terms. The first corresponds to a pure 
Cauchy problem, governed by the given equation &/at = L’v, with the 
data F extended to be zero for x < 0. Since L’ is symmetric hyperbolic, this 
component of V will surely satisfy an estimate like (9); in fact it is bounded 
by 11 F li/Re T. Therefore (9) reduces to an estimate 
II VT II d c II F IIP 7, c = C’ + 1, 
for the other component of V, due to reflection at the boundary. 
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To describe this reflected component in our situation (nz = 2, k = 1) 
we let &(T, 7) denote the eigenvalues, with positive and negative real parts 
respectively, of M’(T, v). Here we take r] real and Re 7 > 0. Suppose U& 
and X+ are the corresponding right and left eigenvectors, so that 
lwU& = &u* ) 
A normalization leaves 
u- - .?c- = x+ - x+ = iz- - x- = u+ - x* = 1. 
The associated eigenprojections P+(T, 7) are then given by 
P*u = (u * z*) U& . 
(12) 
Sarason’s formula presupposes that we have applied a Fourier transform 
in the ~1 direction: 
P(x, 7)) = j C-iY~F(L%, y) dy, VT = j e-iyn V, dy. 
Then his expression for the reflected part is 
w .x- 
PT(7, x:, r)) = u- et-% - 
.CO 
J W’X+ 0 
e-*+8 (A/)-l $(s, 7) * x+ ds. (13) 
Notice that it is the U+ component of (fI’)-lI’ which is reflected and the 
result is a multiple of u- . Our proof now hinges on showing that the 
“reflection coefficient” w ’ x/w - z+ is unbounded if A’w - w < 0. 
First we convert (10) into an inequality for the Fourier transforms, using 
Parseval’s theorem. Since (10) applies to all smooth p, it is equivalent to an 
inequality uniform in 7: 
For given T’,VJ, we consider the initial function 
3 = &~A’x+ . 
Substituting into (13), 
pT = u-e”” ‘w * x- X-Jr * x+ . 
w * 2; 2 Re [, 
(14) 
Therefore, since we have taken u- and z+ to be unit vectors, the inequality (14) 
becomes 
’ -2 Re L j *r (2 R; [++)a < (&r “2ief: - 
cl51 
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Taking square roots, this implies that 
w ’ z-b, 7) 
w * %b> 7) i 
f c, (--Re 5- Re t+Y 
ReT 
for real 9 and Re 7 > 0, with a new constant c’ = 2c [/ A’ /j. It is this conse- 
quence of OUT original inequality (2) w ic is to be prozed incompatible with h h 
A’m * w < 0. 
Recall that w is an eigenvector of 
MO := (A’)-1(70 + i~,B’), Re To .= 0, 
and that the corresponding eigenvalue &, is purely imaginary. Since the 
trace of I@-, is imaginary, so is the other eigenvalue ha . We shah show in 
a moment that if A’w . .w < 0, then these eigenvalues are distinct, and the 
other unit eigenvector 21 satisfies A’u * u > 0. 
One naturally expects that the moment of truth will come as 7,~ approach 
70 Y 70 . Therefore we set T = 7. + E, 7 = q. , and introduce the matrix 
M, = (A’)-‘(To + E + iToB’). 
Because MO has distinct eigenvalues & and A, , the eigenvalues f&c) of M, 
wilI approach these Iimits as E -+ 0, and the eigenvectors U&(C) and X+(E), 
suitably normalized, will approach corresponding eigenvectors of MO . We 
want to identify to and w as the limits of & and U- , and to consider the 
behavior of each term in (16) as E + 0. 
We start with 
Taking inner products with u&, and then real parts-as in the derivation 
of (Q-we get 
Re I+ * uh = Re E&‘u+ . uy . (17) 
Therefore A’u, * u+ is positive and A’u- . ZL is negative, so it must be the 
latter which converges to A’w . w < 0 as E -+ 0. The sequence U+(E) con- 
verges to some multiple 0121 of the other eigenvector (recall that U+ need not 
be a unit vector) and we have 
Re b- 1 Re CL 1 
-xc-+ GA’u - u ’ 
--+-, 
ReT A’w * w 
Thus the right side of (16) approaches a finite limit as c + 0. 
On the other hand, since w is the limit of the sequence U-(E), (12) gives 
w - z--+ 1, w * z+ -+ 0. 
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Therefore the inequality (16) cannot hold as E -+ 0 if we have B’w . w < 0. 
It remains to prove the assertions made above about the matrix 
MO = (A’)-l(To + i7joB’) = i&4’)-lH, 
say, where H is Hermitian. Compactness ensures that at least a subsequence 
of the eigenvectors U+(E)// a+(e)\ converges to a unit eigenvector ?I of M, . 
We know that A’u . u > 0, since this inequality holds for each U+(E), and 
that the eigenvalue h, corresponding to u is imaginary. 
Suppose that 
A’u * u = a, j zc, I2 + a2 ) u2 I2 = 0. (18) 
Then we also have 
-4,A’u - u = Hzt * u = k,, / zl, I2 + 2 Re(li12u2z2;) + ha, 1 u2 I2 = 0. (19) 
Comparing the first components of Hu = --iA&ltu, 
Since --i/l, is real, so is 2i,,u,z~r . Applying (19) and then (IS), 
-i;\ = 1 hll /%I2 - h22 I u2 I2 
( 
1 hl 
O 2 %I %I2 1 ( =2 a, 
- -A(-2)) 
1 All A22 -- 
=2 a, +a, * ( 1 
This means that ho is exactly half the trace of MO = i(A’)-1H, and therefore 
ho is a repeated eigenvalue. Since there are two independent eigenvectors 
u and w, this would make l& a multiple of the identity matrix. But our 
nondegeneracy assumptions that B’ is not diagonal and q. # 0 make this 
impossible. Therefore (18) is contradicted; we must have A’u * u > 0, and 
distinct eigenvalues. 
This completes the proof of our theorem. It is very likely that a similar 
result holds for mixed problems governed by a single equation of second 
order. 
The general case, with m > 2? appears to involve some rather delicate 
matrix analysis. We close this note with two brief comments which might 
be useful in such an analysis. 
Remark 1. The eigenvalues of M = A-~(T + i C Q&) satisfy 
I Re f I 2 Re -rh (20) 
where p = max ) &4)/ is the spectral radius of the matrix A. 
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The proof requires only the hyperbolicity condition a), that all real corn- 
binations of kl and the Bj have real eigenvalues. If 4 is an eigenvalue of &!, 
then 
is singular. According to Lax ([6], Th eorem 3.2), it follows that at least one 
eigenvalue of Re 7 - A Re 8 is not positive, which leads immediately to 
the inequality (20). S arason made essential use of a partial result in this 
direction. 
It is quite common to have Re ZJ N (Re T)~, cx < 1, so that an estimate 
in the direction opposite to (20) is generally impossible. 
Remark 2. We want to sketch two proofs of the implication dj 3 C). 
Therefore we assume that A and the B, are Hermitian and that w, ,=.., wk 
are linearly independent eigenvectors of M corresponding to eigenvalues 
with Re E, < 0. (For the extension to generalized eigenvectors we refer to 
Hersh [I].) We shall show that Aw * w < 0 for any non-trivial linear com- 
bination zc = C cgwj . It then follows from d) (in which we have dropped 
the primes) that no such vectors w lie in the boundary space; this is con- 
dition c). 
The first proof is implicit in the ideas of Hersh. If it were true that 
Aw * w > 0, then as we saw in proving the first part of our theorem, any 
solution whose boundary values u(t, 0, y) are multiples of w would dissipate 
energy: II WI1 < II @)li. 
However, the explicit solution 
is a multiple of w at x = 0, and does not dissipate energy; the contradiction 
comes with 4 large. 
The second proof leads to a more quantitative result. Starting with 
?Wj f i C 7bBk~j = fjAWj 3 
we get 
7Wj * WC + iI QB~w~ * WE = (jAwi * ZL’& , 
Interchanging j and 1, and using self-adjointness to take complex conjugates, 
bw, - wI - ix vkB,wi . wz = &Awj - wz . 
Adding this equation to the previous one, 
2 Re 7wi . w1 = (ej + [,) Awf . w1 . 
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This suggests an integral representation 
Therefore we have the explicit formula 
Aw - w = A c ciwi - 1 clwl 
03 
= -2Rer 
I lc 
cj efP wj 2 dx, 
I (22) 0 
which proves again that Aw * w < 0. 
Now we give a rough lower bound for the above integral. We regard it 
as a quadratic form in the cj : 
where the matrix His given by 
-1 
Hjl = .$ f f, - Wj * W, = SjlTil, 
say. 
Polya and Szegii ([q, p. 307) reproduce the following theorem, due to Schur: 
if S and T are nonnegative definite, and H,, = SjlTjl, then 
&i,(H) > (min Sjj)(lj,r,(T)) > 0. (23) 
T is easily seen to be positive definite, since it is just Gram’s matrix for 
the linearly independent vectors Wj ; T = WW*, where the rows of W are 
the wj . Therefore Xmin (T) > 0. To prove that S is nonnegative definite, 
we may use the integral representation 
Or, alternatively, we observe that S falls into a class of matrices studied by 
Cauchy, whose entries have the form (ai + Q-l. With aj = -fj , b, = -fl , 
Cauchy’s formula for the determinant of S reduces to 
[(-2 Re &) .*. (-2 Re E&]-l Jg 1 s 12. 
3 1 
Since every Re & < 0, det S is nonnegative. The same is true of every 
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principal minor; we simply delete those indices in the determinant formula 
which correspond to the excluded rows and columns. Thus 5’ again is seen 
to be non-negative. 
Schur’s theorem now gives 
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